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Using a Conformal Water Bolus to Adjust Heating Patterns of
Microwave Waveguide Applicators
Paul R. Stauffer*a, Dario B. Rodriguesa, Randolph Sinahonb, Lyndsey Sbarrob, Valeria Beckhoffb,
Mark D. Hurwitza
a

Radiation Oncology Dept., Thomas Jefferson University, Philadelphia PA USA 19107
b
Biomedical Engineering Dept., Drexel University, Philadelphia PA USA 19105
ABSTRACT

Background: Hyperthermia, i.e., raising tissue temperature to 40-45°C for 60 min, has been demonstrated to increase the
effectiveness of radiation and chemotherapy for cancer. Although multi-element conformal heat applicators are under
development to provide more adjustable heating of contoured anatomy, to date the most often used applicator to heat
superficial disease is the simple microwave waveguide. With only a single power input, the operator must be resourceful
to adjust heat treatment to accommodate variable size and shape tumors spreading across contoured anatomy.
Methods: We used multiphysics simulation software that couples electromagnetic, thermal and fluid dynamics physics
to simulate heating patterns in superficial tumors from commercially available microwave waveguide applicators.
Temperature distributions were calculated inside homogenous muscle and layered skin-fat-muscle-tumor-bone tissue
loads for a typical range of applicator coupling configurations and size of waterbolus. Variable thickness waterbolus
was simulated as necessary to accommodate contoured anatomy. Physical models of several treatment configurations
were constructed for comparison of simulation results with experimental specific absorption rate (SAR) measurements in
homogenous muscle phantom.
Results: Accuracy of the simulation model was confirmed with experimental SAR measurements of three unique
applicator setups. Simulations demonstrated the ability to generate a wide range of power deposition patterns with
commercially available waveguide antennas by controllably varying size and thickness of the waterbolus layer.
Conclusion: Heating characteristics of 915 MHz waveguide antennas can be varied over a wide range by controlled
adjustment of microwave power, coupling configuration, and waterbolus lateral size and thickness. The uniformity of
thermal dose delivered to superficial tumors can be improved by cyclic switching of waterbolus thickness during
treatment to proactively shift heat peaks and nulls around under the aperture, thereby reducing patient pain while
increasing minimum thermal dose by end of treatment.
Keywords: Microwave power deposition, waterbolus coupling, SAR, electromagnetic and thermal modeling

1. INTRODUCTION
Numerous clinical trials have demonstrated that hyperthermia (HT) treatment, or raising tumor temperatures to 40-45°C
for one hour, increases response rates compared to best available radiation (RT) and/or chemotherapy (ChT) treatments
alone.1, 2 Datta et al. (2015) recently reviewed clinical results reported in 38 predominantly randomized two-arm clinical
trials involving 3478 patients.3 Statistically significant benefit from adding local regional HT to best available RT ±
ChT was demonstrated in 31 clinical trials. Overall complete response was 39.8% in RT ± ChT treated tumors and
54.9% in tumors treated with adjuvant HT, a significant advantage with an odds ratio of 2.3. Still, there were seven
clinical trials that reported no significant improvement with hyperthermia. In retrospective analyses, these failures were
widely attributed to problems in the quality of hyperthermia treatments due to limitations in heating equipment and
thermal dosimetry procedures.4, 5 In the years following those early negative trials, there has been considerable
development of new heating, thermometry, and treatment planning systems capable of significantly improved control of
heat delivery.6-12 In addition, there has been a continual updating of quality assurance (QA) procedural guidelines
intended to improve treatment quality,13-15 including six QA guidelines in the 1980s, eight QA documents in the 1990’s,
five QA publications in the 2000’s, and three guidelines currently in the journal submission cycle. Despite all this
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development activity, there remains only one clinical microwave hyperthermia system approved by the FDA for
superficial hyperthermia in the US and that system was approved prior to the published hyperthermia trials. That system
includes a choice of three different size waveguide applicators, each powered by a single 915 MHz input. It is widely
considered that the power deposition pattern of a single channel waveguide applicator is fixed and the only possible
adjustment in heating pattern is by varying power input or waveguide position over the tumor. Our hypothesis
motivating this study is that heating patterns of microwave waveguide applicators can be adjusted during treatment by
appropriate changes to the coupling medium, which can be preplanned with electromagnetic and thermal modeling in
order to improve the uniformity of heating in superficial tumors.
The objective of this study is to explore methods of adjusting waveguide heating patterns with a long term goal of
improving thermal dose uniformity during superficial hyperthermia. We investigate the effects on power deposition
patterns of a MA-120 waveguide (Pyrexar Medical - Salt Lake City UT) from adjusting applicator coupling by changing:
i) rotation angle of the MA-120 tuning blades, ii) applicator interface (direct contract, air coupling, or dielectric bolus),
and iii) lateral dimensions and thickness of the coupling dielectric (i.e. waterbolus). Heating patterns are evaluated with
numerical simulations of SAR and resulting temperature distributions in homogeneous muscle and contoured multi-layer
tissue models of the human chest. The purpose is to determine the range of heating patterns possible by controlled
adjustment of coupling bolus configurations. In order to validate the theoretical modeling, SAR patterns are determined
for several treatment configurations with both simulations and experimental measurements using a scanning SAR probe
in a tank filled with muscle-mimicking liquid phantom. These studies are summarized in the following sections.

2. METHODS
2.1 The Clinical Problem
Chest wall recurrence (CWR) of breast carcinoma is a debilitating disease: if not controlled early, it will progress to
increasing areas of the patient’s skin on the chest, arms, shoulders and back. The patient often presents with recurrent
disease that is previously irradiated and thus unable to receive full dose radiation. In such patients, treatment with
adjuvant hyperthermia has demonstrated significant improvement in complete response rates over best available
treatment with re-irradiation alone.16 Similar advantage to adjuvant hyperthermia has been demonstrated for other
superficial malignancies,17 including malignant melanoma18 and head and neck19 tumors. A common problem that limits
further effectiveness of hyperthermia is the difficulty in incorporating the entire disease within the effective heating area
of a single waveguide applicator. Figure 1 shows two examples of chest wall recurrence (CWR) that are typical cases
for superficial microwave hyperthermia. The disease extends <1.5 cm deep and thus is a match to the penetration
capabilities of 915 MHz microwave antennas (<3cm). However, the challenge is to couple box-shaped rectangular
waveguides – such as the available FDA approved applicators of Figure 2 – to a disease that spreads laterally across
contoured human anatomy.

A

B
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Figure 1 – Two examples of chestwall recurrence (CWR) of breast carcinoma as typical disease target for superficial
microwave hyperthermia: A) CT image shows thickened white contrast-enhancing region extending across the skin of
the patient’s left chest near a mastectomy scar and to a depth of approximately 0.5-1.5 cm; B) Superficial disease
extending <1cm deep across the anterior and lateral right chestwall.

To improve the coupling of microwaves into the contoured human body, a coupling medium with high dielectric
constant similar to tissue is desired to fill the space between applicator and skin. Generally, deionized water is circulated
through the bolus at a controlled temperature, which serves to cool and control skin temperature as well as to couple
microwaves into tissue. For tumors located on flat or gently curving surfaces, a bolus with flexible silicone membrane
within a fixed outer frame works effectively to couple the waveguide. However, for convex and sharply contoured
surfaces, a conformal bolus is better to couple a waveguide to anatomic contours typical of the lateral chestwall or neck.

B

A

Figure 2 – FDA approved waveguide applicators available for superficial hyperthermia treatments in USA. A) MA-100
(left) and MA-120 (right) applicators with BSD rigid frame water coupling bolus (Pyrexar Medical - Salt Lake City UT);
B) MA-120 applicator over custom conformal waterbolus which couples to widespread chestwall recurrent disease.

2.2 Waterbolus coupling of waveguide to tissue
In order to couple microwaves to larger areas of convex curvature, flexible (floppy bag) conformal boluses may be
fabricated from readily available components to accommodate unique patient treatment configurations. The basic
components of our conformal waterbolus bags are: i) ES-3000 10 mil PVC (Solvay Draka - City of Commerce CA);
ii) ½” Dry Fast Foam (Foam N’ More Inc - Clawson MI); and iii) polypropylene tee, quick connects, and tygon tubing
(US Plastics Corp – Lima OH). Bags are easily fabricated to the desired dimensions by sealing the outer edges of
double layer PVC fabric with a commercially available heat sealer (Sealersales – Northridge CA). A minimum thickness
of the floppy bag compartment is maintained with a piece of porous foam with 1.3 cm thickness. Circulation of
temperature controlled deionized water at flow rates of >2 l/min is critical to maintain uniform cooling of the skin
surface. As bolus bags increase in size, the distribution of water flow within the bolus becomes increasingly important.
In 2011, the single input-single output (SISO) bolus configuration was introduced, which included Tygon tubes
perforated with holes approximately 1 cm apart along the two sides of the bolus.20 However, this configuration works
well only for small boluses since temperature varies significantly (>2°C) in larger boluses as required for the MA-120
applicator.20 Dual input-dual output (DIDO) water boluses have been described previously which provide highly
uniform distribution of water flow through much larger conformal water boluses but suffer from the added weight and
impracticality of having two Tygon supply tubes to each side of bolus.21 In this effort, we developed a modified SISO
bolus with a center feed design that distributes water flow uniformly across a moderately large bolus sufficient for the
MA-120 waveguide applicator. These three bolus configurations are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 – A) Single input-single output (SISO) water bolus20 for coupling small microwave applicators such as MA-100;
B) Dual input-dual output (DIDO) conformal waterbolus21 for uniform cooling of large treatment areas; C) Center-Fed
SISO waterbolus designed for uniform flow distribution and coupling large waveguide applicators such as the MA-120.

2.3 Multiphysics computational model
Microwave waveguide applicator model
The current effort focuses on treatment planning for the MA-120 waveguide applicator driven at 915 MHz, as available
from Pyrexar Medical (Salt Lake City, UT). The waveguide dimensions are 17.4×23.6×19.6 cm3 and the computer-aided
design (CAD) model is presented in Figure 4. The waveguide has an interior structure consisting of two lateral
chambers filled with a dielectric powder (εr = 3, σ =1.5×10-4 S/m), two coaxial feeds, and two crossing metal blades that
can be rotated mechanically during treatment to effect impedance matching of the waveguide to the tissue load. The
dielectric chambers are supported by 6 mm thick Plexiglass walls and the waveguide aperture is covered with a 4 mm
thick Delrin slab.
23.4 cm
17.4 cm

Coaxial
pins

19.6 cm
Water
domain
(blue)

Rigid Teflon
frame
BSD Bolus

Tuning blades

3

Target 17.4 × 23.6 × 2 cm
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Figure 4 – Computational model: A) CAD model of the MA-120 waveguide with internal dielectric compartments and
crossing tuning blades; and B) CAD model of the MA-120 applicator coupled to homogenous muscle tissue load with 2
cm target (orange) under rigid frame waterbolus. The bolus was filled with deionized water so that it extends 5 mm
below the frame, making 2.8 cm total water thickness from waveguide applicator front face to phantom tissue surface.

Experimental validation of SAR modeling
Power deposition patterns of the MA-120 waveguide applicator were measured with a 6 mm diameter three-axis electric
field probe (Model 8021B SAR Probe - Narda Corp, Hauppauge NY) using 1 mm step size raster scanning in a large
tank containing liquid muscle-mimicking phantom. The probe provided an output signal directly proportional to total
electric field squared |Ex,y,z|2 which is proportional to specific absorption rate as in SAR = σE2/2ρ, where σ is the
electrical conductivity and ρ the density of liquid phantom, respectively. The muscle-mimicking phantom is a mixture of
70% ethylene glycol, 28% distilled water, and 2% non-iodized table salt as needed to simulate the dielectric properties of
muscle at 915 MHz (see tissue properties in Table I). Details of the scan tank setup and procedures for SAR
determination have been reported previously.22, 23
Several treatment configurations of the MA-120 applicator were measured experimentally and later the same physical
setups were modeled with the electromagnetic simulation software COMSOL Multiphysics (COMSOL Inc. - Burlington
MA), which uses the finite element method. Simulations were compared directly to the measured SAR distributions to
establish validity of our electromagnetic modeling. Three coupling configurations were analyzed between the MA-120
applicator and the phantom load: i) direct contact; ii) 3 cm air gap; and iii) rigid frame waterbolus (BSD bolus) filled
with deionized water so the silicone fabric protruded 5 mm (2.8 cm total) beyond the waterbolus frame (Figure 4B). A
blade rotation of αblades = 65° was used for both experimental and simulation scenarios. The applicator was directed into
the scan tank through a thin Mylar window and supported on the exterior of the tank to maintain perpendicular
orientation to the liquid muscle load and intimate contact with the Mylar (for configurations ii and iii).

Tissue models with water bolus coupling
Besides the tissue models used for validation, two more tissue models were analyzed - both with waterbolus coupling.
The first was used for thermal characterization purposes and consisted of homogeneous muscle with 34 × 41 × 8 cm3
dimensions. Configurations tested in this study included 3 bolus shapes: a 1.3 cm thick slab bolus with varying lateral
dimensions relative to the 17.4 × 23.6 cm2 waveguide aperture; a wedge shaped bolus varying from 1.3 cm to 2.6 cm
thick across the aperture face; and a conformal bolus that was 2.6 cm thick around the waveguide perimeter and 1.3 cm
centrally. In the last two cases, the waterbolus extended laterally 2 cm beyond the waveguide aperture. For all three
phantom studies, a 2 cm thick muscle tissue target was considered for temperature-volume histogram analysis with
lateral dimensions matching the waveguide aperture (Figure 4B). The second tissue model was designed to mimic
patient anatomy more closely. It consisted of a contoured multi-layer domain with 1.5 mm skin, 1.5 cm fat, 1 cm muscle
with interspersed ribs, and 8 cm lung. The rib cross section was elliptical in shape (7 × 25 cm2). The 13.4 × 19.6 × 1.65
cm3 tumor target was centered within the waveguide and surrounded by skin and fat tissues, not invading the muscle
layer. The electrical, thermal and physiological properties for all tissue regions are given in Table I.

Bioheat transfer model
The E-field and temperature were calculated in COMSOL to solve the combined bioheat transfer equation and
Maxwell’s equations.24 The bioheat equation consists of an extended version of the classic heat equation with a heat
sink due to blood perfusion (ωb), an internal heat source due to metabolism (Qm) and an external heat source due to
absorption of microwave energy derived from the applicator (ρSAR). The cooling bolus was embodied in a Robin
boundary condition with Tbolus = 42°C and hbolus = 85 W/m2/K 24. For the top and lateral surfaces, a similar boundary
condition was imposed for air cooling with Tair = 25°C and hair = 5 W/m2/K. At the bottom surface, we used Tcore =
37°C and hcore = 200 W/m2/K. To accommodate thermoregulation, we incorporated a temperature dependent blood
perfusion model because blood perfusion is a dynamic heat sink that varies with temperature during hyperthermia
treatments 25, 26. To account for this thermoregulatory effect, a temperature-dependent scaling function was included:

 (T − T )2 
cr 
, T ≤ Tcr
1 + ω1 exp  −


F (T ) = 
s



, T > Tcr
1 + ω1

(1)

where ω1 and s are curve fitting parameters derived from experimental data; and Tcr is a critical temperature that is
tissue-specific (Table I). Finally, a parametric optimization scheme was implemented for the antenna input power (P) in
order to achive a therapeutic temperature in the tumor target with an upper limit anywhere in tissue of 45°C.

Table 1: Electrical, thermal, and physiological properties of human tissues used for phantom models, with F(T) given by equation 1.
Property

ρ

Tcr
(°C)

εr

9.2 28

44 28

46.0 29

0.85 29

12 28

1.0 28

45 28

5.5 29

0.05 29

1052 27

12 28

4.0 30

45 28

55.0 29

0.95 29

5.06 27

4483 27

-

-

-

36.7 29

0.66 29

0.32 27

0.48 27

421 27

-

-

-

16.6 29

0.24 29

3083

0.31

-

-

-

-

-

46 a

1.26 a

4176

0.63

-

-

-

-

-

79 a

0.18 a

Cp
(J/kg/K)

k
(W/m/K)

ωb
(kg/s/m3)

Qm
(W/m3)

s
(°C2)

ω1

g/m3)

Skin (wet)

1109 27

3391 27

0.37 27

0.97×F(T) 27

1827 27

10 28

Fat

911 27

2348 27

0.21 27

0.52×F(T) 27

461 27

Muscle

1090 27

3421 27

0.49 27

0.75×F(T) 27

Lung

722 27

3886 27

0.39 27

Rib

1543 27

1793 27

Muscle phantom

1097

De-ionized water

992

Tissue

a

measured.

σ
(S/m)

3. RESULTS
3.1 Temperature uniformity across the waterbolus
Water boluses were constructed in several sizes to couple the MA-120 waveguide applicator to tissue sites overlying
different parts of the anatomy. The time response and uniformity of temperature across the bolus were verified with
measurements of bolus/tissue interface temperature during step changes of water temperature circulated through the
bolus, as seen in Figure 5. Following initial transient <2.0°C differences between inlet and outlet temperature attained
during the ~5°C step changes in circulating water temperature, 12 sensors spaced widely apart on the bolus (Figure 5
right) recorded almost identical temperatures within 0.2-0.4°C of each other within about 3 minutes of changing the
water bath source temperature. The water circulation rate was 3.8 l/min in the Tygon inlet and outlet tubing. This bolus
created a large region of nearly homogeneous temperature that extended >5 cm outside the perimeter of the MA-120
applicator. This provided uniform cooling and temperature control of the skin surface as well as a continuous high
dielectric (εr = 79) interface between flat waveguide aperture and contoured tissue surface.

Figure 5 – Temperature recording at 14 locations on the skin interface side of a 36 × 37 × 1.3 cm3 center-fed single inputsingle output waterbolus during four ~5°C step increases in circulating water temperature. Note the large ~2°C transient
difference in inlet and outlet temperatures lasting <3 min and then stable within 0.2 - 0.4°C at all locations on the bolus.

3.2 Validation of computational model with matching experimental measurements
The experimental SAR results were measured in homogeneous muscle phantom for three coupling mediums: direct
contact (Figure 6), 3 cm air gap (Figure 7), and BSD bolus (Figure 8). Simulations of these three coupling
configurations are shown for the 5 mm, 10 mm, and 15 mm deep planes. SAR countours are displayed every 5% (gray),
and highlighted at 95% (purple), 75% (yellow), 50% (red), and 25% (green) of the peak SAR in the 5 mm deep plane.
The rectangular waveguide aperture is highlighted in blue. For the direct contact case of Figure 6, the experimental
SAR50 countour bulges at the corners, whereas the simulation did not predict such pattern. This might be related to
imperfect stretching of the thin Mylar window at the corners while pressing the applicator flat against the slightly
bulging Mylar separation to liquid muscle inside the scan tank. For the direct contact and 3 cm air coupling cases, the 15
mm plane shows an SAR50 countour with slightly reduced area as compared to the experimental measurements. This
mismatch might be related to the experimental SAR scanning resolution that is 1-2 mm. Despite these minor diffrences,
the overall shapes and countor areas present excellent agreement between measured and simulated SAR patterns,
confirming the validity of this theoretical model for further studies of MA-120 heating patterns.
Figure 8 shows the effect of adding water as a coupling medium. The SAR pattern spreads across the waveguide
aperture, indicating a preferred coupling medium for large tumor targets when compared with direct contact and air
coupling. Providing exactly 5 mm water thickness protruding from the BSD frame to contact the slightly bulging Mylar
window was challenging experimentally. Despite slight quantitative differences, the measured and simulated SAR
patterns show good overall agreement, correctly predicting locations of SAR peaks and nulls across the applicator at all
depths.

5mm depth

Experimental SAR Patterns
10mm depth

15mm depth

5mm depth

Simulated SAR Patterns
10mm depth

15mm depth

Figure 6 – SAR measurements 5 mm deep in muscle phantom from MA-120 applicator coupled with direct contact to
phantom. Blue frame corresponds to waveguide perimeter and normalization was at 5 mm depth.
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Figure 7 – SAR measurements 5 mm deep in muscle phantom from MA-120 applicator coupled with to phantom with 3
cm air gap. Blue frame corresponds to waveguide perimeter (17.4 × 23.6 cm2) and normalization was at 5 mm depth.
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Figure 8 – SAR measurements 5 mm deep in muscle phantom from MA-120 applicator coupled with direct contact to
phantom. Blue frame corresponds to waveguide perimeter and normalization was at 5 mm depth. Note close correlation
of simulations to the experimental measurements.

3.3 Effect of varying MA-120 impedance matching tuning blades
The MA-120 applicator includes a tuning knob to adjust the angle of rotation (αblades) of the two metal bars. This angle
may be adjusted from parallel to crossing at any angle up to almost perpendicular 90 degree orientation. The effect on
SAR pattern is shown in the simulations of Figure 9 which show a distinct expansion of the SAR laterally as the angle
of rotation increases towards perpendicular orientation.
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Figure 9 – SAR simulations 5 mm deep in homogeneous muscle for three different rotations of the MA-120 impedance
matching tuning blades. Note the elongation of heating pattern across the short side of applicator for widely separated
blades in a “+” configuration (right), as compared to parallel (left) or “X” (center) tuning blade configurations. The blue
outline delineates the 17.4 × 23.6 cm2 waveguide aperture.

3.4 Effect of varying lateral dimensions of bolus
The effect on SAR of varying waterbolus lateral dimensions relative to applicator and tissue load is demonstrated in
Figure 10. Tissue heating patterns are shown for cases with the 1.3 cm thick bolus extending 2 cm and 1 cm inside the
waveguide aperture, aligned with the aperture, and 1 cm, 2 cm, and 3.5 cm outside the perimeter of MA-120 aperture.
The SAR pattern is shown for a plane 5 mm deep in tissue, cutting through a homogenous muscle load with a 17.4 ×
23.6 × 2 cm3 muscle target region aligned under the waveguide.

Aperture - 2cm (Size S)

Aperture - 1cm

Aperture + 1cm

Aperture + 2cm (Size L)

Aperture Edge (Size M)

Aperture +3.5cm (Size XL)

Figure 10 – Numerical simulations showing the effect on SAR pattern of varying the lateral dimensions of a 1.3 cm thick
waterbolus coupling an MA-120 applicator to homogenous muscle tissue load. Water bolus size is indicated with blue
outline and the 17.4 × 23.6 cm2 MA-120 aperture in black.

The SAR patterns of Figure 10 were converted to temperature distributions expected from those power deposition
patterns in muscle tissue assuming temperature dependent blood perfusion properties given in Table 1. The waterbolus
had an input/output flow rate of 3.4 l/min of 42°C water yielding a heat transfer coefficient of 85 W/m2/K through the
PVC fabric to tissue.24 Microwave power was adjusted to attain 45°C in each simulation. Figure 11 shows 41, 42 and
43°C iso-temperature contours in the plane 5 mm deep in perfused muscle tissue. Clearly the lateral dimensions of
waterbolus affect the heating patterns of the MA-120 applicator by moving the heat peaks around under the aperture.
However, as shown in Figure 12 the percentage of target tissue under the applicator is quite similar for all but the
impractically small bolus (size S) that does not cover the entire waveguide aperture.

Bolus S, P=255W

Bolus M, P=210W

Bolus L, P=230W

Bolus XL, P=230W

BSD Bolus, P=195W

Figure 11 – Top view of iso-temperature contour simulations in a homogenous muscle under a 1.3 cm thick water bolus
of various sizes coupling an MA-120 applicator. Blue contour is 41°C, green is 42°C, and red is 43°C. Maximum
temperature in each case is 45°C anywhere in tissue. P stands for antenna input power.

Figure 12 – Quantification of cumulative temperature-volume histograms for the different waterbolus configurations
shown in Figure 11. Except for the impractically small bolus inside the waveguide aperture, very similar percentages of
the target are heated with each bolus although heat peaks reach different areas of the target.

3.5 Effect of variable thickness bolus
Patient treatment setups are rarely a simple planar uniform thickness water layer overlying a predominantly homogenous
tissue load. Generally, the waterbolus must accommodate an irregular, sloping, or contoured skin surface relative to the
flat waveguide front face. Figure 13 shows SAR patterns 5 mm deep in muscle tissue for three simplified treatment
setups. These three cases model: i) MA-120 applicator aimed perpendicularly into tissue through a planar 1.3 cm thick
waterbolus; ii) MA-120 at an angle to tissue surface with wedge shaped waterbolus varying from 1.3 to 2.6 cm thick
across the aperture; and iii) MA-120 aimed directly into a convex contoured surface such the center of the aperture is
coupled through 1.3 cm water while the periphery of bolus is 2.6 cm thick. The SAR patterns stretch away from the
center for thicker irregularly shaped waterboluses, but do not change patterns significantly. Although minor differences
are evident, the quantitative temperature-volume histograms shown in Figure 14 for these three cases demonstrate that
the effect of varying bolus configuration is relatively small for a homogenous muscle load.

Bolus

MA-120

Target

Muscle

A

B
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Figure 13 - Simulations of SAR patterns 5 mm deep in layered tissue with 17.4 × 23.6 × 2 cm3 tumor target (orange) in 8
cm deep muscle load under an MA-120 applicator coupled through: A) 1.3 cm constant thickness waterbolus; B) wedge
shaped waterbolus from 1.3 - 2.6 cm thick; and C) conformal shape waterbolus with 1.3 cm thickness centrally increasing
to 2.6 cm at the perimeter of bolus. Note relatively minor variation of SAR pattern with three different bolus
configurations gives some flexibility of coupling without major impact on volume of effectively heated tissue.

Figure 14 - Numerical simulation of cumulative temperature-volume histograms for the three water coupling bolus
configurations shown in Figure 13 showing similar treatment volumes regardless of minor differences in heating patterns.

In clinical use of the MA-120 waveguide, there is usually a convex curvature to the skin surface and the underlying
tissue load consists of layers of skin, fat, tumor, muscle, bone (e.g. ribs), and often underlying lung. Along with the
irregular geometry, these tissues have considerably different dielectric and perfusion properties which affect the heating
pattern. Tissue properties used in the simulations are given in Table 1 for each of these tissues. Figure 15 shows the

thermal simulations in a human chestwall model for two very practical coupling bolus setups, with a conformal bolus
that is pushed against the patient to form either a 6 mm or 13 mm thickness centrally while bulging to either 2.6 or 3.3
cm thick to fill the space between applicator and tissue around the antenna periphery. The “tumor” target extends from
the skin surface to 1.65 cm depth and laterally out to 2 cm from the perimeter of waveguide (13.4 × 19.6 × 1.65 cm3),
surrounded by normal skin (1.5 mm) and fat (1.5 cm). The 433 cm3 tumor volume is directly over a 1 cm layer of
muscle that includes seven ribs (bone tissue) with 7× 25 mm2 elliptical cross section. The interior white 41°C contour
line extends around the central three ribs for the 6-26 mm thick bolus and expands out to include 5 ribs with the 13-33
mm thick bolus. As seen in Figure 16, the 13-33 mm thick bolus significantly improves the percentage of the 433 cm3
target volume that is heated effectively above 41°C (18%), 42°C (34%), 43°C (32%), and 44°C (15%).

Waterbolus

A

13 – 33 mm Variable Thickness Waterbolus

Waterbolus

B

6 – 26 mm Variable Thickness Waterbolus

Figure 15 – Numerical simulation of temperature distribution in layered tissue model of human chestwall under the MA120 applicator coupled with conformal variable thickness waterbolus. A) Waterbolus is 1.3 cm centrally increasing to 3.3
cm at its outer perimeter 2 cm beyond the waveguide aperture; B) waterbolus is 0.6 cm centrally increasing to 2.6 cm at
its outer perimeter (2 cm beyond the waveguide aperture). Note the improved lateral extent of heating obtained by
increasing waterbolus thickness by 7 mm.

Figure 16 - Simulation of cumulative temperature volume histograms for the two treatment configurations shown in
Figure 15. Note the increase in % coverage of the 433 cm3 tumor target by increasing bolus thickness by 7 mm, which
spreads the heating more uniformly across the contoured chestwall region under the MA-120 applicator.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Microwave waveguide applicators have been used for decades to heat superficial tumors within about 3 cm of the tissue
surface. For most clinical users, the heating patterns are considered non-adjustable other than changing microwave
power level up/down, or moving the applicator relative to the tumor target. In reality, many factors affect waveguide
heating patterns. Some factors are not controllable, such as dielectric and thermal tissue properties, whereas other
factors may be adjusted by the user to change the heating pattern during treatment. Changing the temperature of the
water coupling bolus has a definitive effect on surface and subcutaneous tissue temperatures. When adjusted
appropriately in combination with microwave power level, the bolus temperature will shift the depth of maximum
temperature from the surface to 6 mm or more for practical bolus temperatures, as reported previously.31 This study
documents the effects of varying several other parameters that are under the control of treatment personnel: i) coupling
medium (e.g., air coupled, direct contact, or waterbolus coupled); ii) waterbolus lateral size, thickness, and uniformity
of thickness; and iii) rotation of the impedance matching tuning blades.
Experimental models of several treatment configurations of the MA-120 waveguide with various coupling media were
constructed to measure SAR patterns in a liquid muscle phantom load. These same models were entered into an
electromagnetic simulation software (COMSOL) to calculate SAR patterns for matching configurations. Figure 6
clearly validates the electromagnetic modeling with closely matching experimental SAR pattern measurements in
homogeneous muscle load for air coupled, direct contact, and BSD waterbolus coupled treatment configurations. With
the COMSOL modeling validated, many more treatment configurations were simulated to determine the effect of
varying the above mentioned parameters.
Figures 10 and 11 demonstrate the ability to move the SAR peaks around under the waveguide aperture by varying
waterbolus lateral dimensions. Since bolus size is difficult to adjust mid-treatment, this major effect on heating pattern
should be pre-planned with advance treatment planning, and/or the bolus size changed between successive heat
treatments. Similarly, Figure 9 demonstrates the ability to adjust heating pattern by varying the rotation angle of the
tuning blades inside the MA-120 applicator. Unfortunately, optimum tuning blade orientation is determined empirically
to provide effective impedance match and is therefore constrained to one optimum rotation angle in order to maintain
efficient power transfer to the tissue. Thus, this variable is not available to the operator for optimization of heating
pattern during treatment. Although Figure 13 shows only subtle effects for several practical coupling boluses over a
homogeneous muscle load, Figure 15 shows the ability to expand the heating pattern significantly in a more realistic
layered tissue load by increasing waterbolus thickness by just 7 mm. This major effect of water layer thickness is
quantified in the cumulative temperature-volume histograms of Figure 16. These figures demonstrate the difficulty in
pre-planning use of specific water layer thicknesses since the impact on heating pattern is dependent on tissue load,
coupling media, and tuning blade positions. Regardless, since waterbolus thickness is readily adjusted during treatment
by pumping more or less water into the bolus, this waterbolus thickness parameter becomes a powerful tool for the
operator to vary heating patterns in real time during treatment. Thus while unlikely that an optimum water thickness can
be preplanned and implemented practically in clinical circumstances, it appears possible to improve the quality of heat
treatment by varying waterbolus thickness cyclically during treatment to move heat peaks around under the aperture.
This should improve the uniformity of thermal dose distribution delivered by the end of a one hour heat treatment while
minimizing pain and improving patient comfort. Therefore, the major implication of this work is that the uniformity of
thermal dose delivered to a superficial tumor by a waveguide applicator may be improved by cyclic variation to multiple
different waterbolus thicknesses, which will redistribute heat peaks around under the aperture during a 60 min treatment.
This should facilitate an increase in average microwave power level by proactively shifting heat peaks and nulls around
under the aperture and thereby increase minimum thermal dose to the target.
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